
An After Match Analysis 

Before The Match 

1. Did you read the Core Principles 10-15 minutes before you played? __________ 

2. Did you read the “Summary of What to Do When You Play Points, Games, or a Match Lesson before 

you played? _________ 

3. Did you do any mind calming or meditation before you played? _____________ 

4. Did you pre-program any strategies before the match? ____________________ 

5. Did you warm up before the match using the ideas found in Lesson #17 of my book? ___________ 

 

On Seeing the Ball During the Match 

1. Did you consciously see at least one ball spinning, before the ball bounced as it came to you and 

then saw the ball spinning with top spin after the bounce? __________ 

2. Did you consciously see at least one ball spinning after you hit it as it went over to the other side? 

___________ 

3. Did you consciously see at least one ball make contact with your opponent racket? __________ 

4. Did you consciously see at least one ball all the way to your racket and consciously saw the blur of 

the racket as you made contact with the ball. ________________ 

5. If you saw at least one ball, did you make seeing the ball over and over again a priority? 

_____________.   

6. What % of the time were you able to see the ball the way you know it should be seen? 

_____________ 

7. Did you reprogram seeing the ball after you missed a shot? ____________ 

8. When you miss a shot, you need to find out if there were any patterns as to why you missed. Do 

you think that maybe you were missing shots because you didn’t see the ball properly? _______ 

9. When you hit a volley, were you able to consciously see at least one ball spinning to the blur of 

your racket? ________ 

10. Did you work on focusing on a ball even in between points? ________ 

11. On a scale of 1 to 10, how important is consciously seeing the ball to you? _______ 

12. If seeing the ball is important to you, what is keeping you from making it more important and 

focusing on doing it more? __________________________________        

13. If you just forgot to work on seeing the ball when you played and especially when you missed a 

shot, what strategies can you use to help you remember the next time you play a match? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

14. If you really desired to see the ball well and it was your intention to see the ball well but just 

couldn’t do it during the point, what is going on with you mentally that keeps you from doing it the 

way you want? ___________________________________________________________________ 



On Breathing During the Match 

1. Were you able to exhale before you hit the ball and then allow it to continue until the ball bounced 

on the other side at least once? ________ 

2. If you were able to breathe on more than one ball, what % of the time were you able to exhale 

properly.  _____________ 

3. When you miss a shot, you need to find out if there were any patterns as to why you missed. Do 

you think that maybe you were missing shots because you didn’t breathe properly or that you held 

your breath? _______ 

4. If you were playing singles, were you able to exhale properly on at least on volley. 

5. If you were playing doubles, were you able to start your exhale when your opponent hit the ball 

and continue your exhale as you hit it or as it went to your partner for at least one point? 

_________ 

6. Did you work on being aware of your inhales and exhales even in between points? ________ 

7. On a scale of 1 to 10, how important is breathing to you? _______ 

8. If breathing is important to you, what is keeping you from making it more important and focusing 

on doing it more? __________________________________________ 

9. If you just forgot to work on your breathing when you played and especially when you missed a 

shot, what strategies can you use to help you remember the next time you play a match? 

__________________________________________________________________ 

10. If you really desired to breathe properly and it was your intention to breathe properly but just 

couldn’t do it during the point, what is going on with you mentally that keeps you from doing it the 

way you want? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

On Reprogramming Your Shots 

1. Did you take at least one practice swing after you missed a shot? ________ 

2. If you did take a practice swing, did you reprogram seeing the ball go where you wanted it to as well as 

take a very relaxed swing with a relaxed grip? 

3. Are you absolutely certain you know how to re-program a ball that goes long, wide, or into the net? 

_________ (See Lesson #11 in my book) 

4. If you were missing a lot of 1st serves, did you spend more time before you started serving to visualize 

as you learned in Lesson # 21 & 22 in my book. 

5. On a scale of 1 to 10, how important to you is reprogramming your shots when you miss? _______ 

6. If reprogramming your shots works and is important to you, what is keeping you from making it more 

important and focusing on doing it more? _________________________________ 

7. If you just forgot to reprogram your shots and/or your serve when you missed, what strategies can you 

use to help you remember to reprogram and visualize the next time you play a match? 

__________________________________ 



Other Things To Consider 

1. If you ever found yourself thinking about winning or losing or any other unproductive thoughts, did you 

use the “Cancel, Cancel” or the “STOP” technique to stop these thoughts in their tracks? __________ 

(See Lesson #26 on the CDs) 

2. If you found yourself missing shots, did you go back to your Foundational Place? (See Lesson # 31 on 

my CDs) _______________ 

3. If or when the match got close or if you were playing in a tie breaker, did you do the things I suggested 

in Lessons # 7, #8, & #9 on the CDs? __________ 

4. Did you spend any time focusing on seeing a ball and paying attention to your inhales and exhales AT 

ALL TIMES, even in between points? __________ ( This is what leads you to the playing in the Zone) 

5. Did you sit down when you changed sides and take a very relaxing exhale to calm and clear your mind 

and body and then re-focused on doing the Core Principles? _________ 

6. Did you let your opponent’s attitude or behavior get to you? _________ (Remember, you are only 

playing the ball, not your opponent) 

7. Did you let any other distractions get to you? ________  (See Lesson #27 on the CDs) 

 

About Strategy 

1. Did you know how you were losing points? _________ 

2. Was it because they were more consistent? _________ 

3. Was it because they were hitting winners or hitting balls that forced you into an error? _______ 

4. When they hit winners, were they hitting forehand winners mostly or a combination of backhand and 

forehand winners. _________ 

5. If you were behind in the score or struggling, did you think to hit the first three balls in a row to the 

backhand (assuming that was the weak side). _________ (You would do this even if it was the wrong 

strategy and would start the three balls to the backhand after you hit your serve or after you hit your 

return of serve.) 

6. If you were behind in the score, did you use the Wondering Technique found in Lesson #27 in my 

book? ________ 

7. If you were playing singles, did you come to the net on the appropriate ball? _______. Did it work?  

_______ 

8. Did you hit easy balls hard, medium balls medium and hard balls more defensively? ________ 

9. If you were playing doubles, were you aware of how you were losing points? _______ 

10. If you were playing doubles, were you moving up and back properly? ________ 

11. If you were playing doubles, were you returning serve cross court enough. _____________ 

12. If you were playing doubles, did your opponent who was at net hit too many shots? _________ (This 

means that you were hitting too many balls to the net person at the wrong time) 

13.  If you were playing doubles, did you try signaling and/or playing Australian? ________ 

 


